The fast pace of today's world has presented several challenges in the area of healthcare. Depression, hypertension, diabetes, cancers and several infectious diseases are just some of the common outcomes associated with the high speed stress-filled lifestyle. Early diagnosis has been the goal for prompt arrest and management of these health conditions. This has been a challenge in recent times. However, great scientific advancement with improved potential in medical diagnosis has equally been a giant stride in times like these. Early disease detection even before symptoms' presentation, improved imaging of internal body structure, as well as ease of diagnostic procedures, have been developed with the help of a new branch of laboratory medicine termed nanodiagnostics. Use of microchips, biosensors, nanorobots, nano identification of single celled structures, and microelectromechanical systems are current techniques being developed for use in nanodiagnostics. This piece of write up takes a panoramic view of available nanotechnological advances in current use for medical diagnosis and projecting into future possibilities and potentials for an improved health care delivery.
Introduction
Although the production and use of the tiniest particles invisible to the naked eye are not really a new invention, the concept of nanotechnology has been in the front burner of scientific research in recent times. Colloidal nanoparticles of silver and gold contained in the antique Roman glass cup have been found to be responsible for the phenomenon that makes it reflect different colours, when illuminated. The elasticity and resistance noticed in the legendary Damascene Sword have been described to be due to nanometer sized particles of carbon discovered to be present in them [1] . From the physical, to environmental and even the life sciences, the use of particles at the nanoscale to achieve results, monitor processes and take part in reactions has not only been explorative but also interesting. In the life sciences, nanotechnology becomes ever relevant specifically as components of functional biological unit such as Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA), Ribosomes, ribonucleic acids in living cells, for example, are mainly of nanoscale sizes. This presents a potential for the application of nanotechnology in affecting these cell components; to screen, detect any defect, improve, incorporate or knock them off.
Nanotechnology, according to the United State Environmental Protection
Agency involves creating and using structures, devices, and systems that have novel properties and functions as a result of their small and/ or intermediate size; it is the branch of science that employs the use of nanoscale particles, studying its peculiar characteristics and employing these to obtain desired outcomes in the fields of Engineering, Medicine, Agriculture, or Pharmaceuticals (http://www.epa.gov/). Nanotechnology deals with nanoparticles. Any material with dimensions of less than 1 µm is described as a Nanoparticle. Nanotechnology has provided many useful tools that can be applied for the detection of biomolecules and analytes relevant for diagnosis purposes-nanodiagnostics [2] . A good understanding of nanoparticles and their unique properties gives insight to the peculiar reasons for their application in different fields, specifically in medical diagnosis. Medical diagnostics has been described using different catchy expressions by various textbooks on medicine. But capturing the main concept, the homepage of the website of journal of medical diagnostic methods, with slight modification, defines it as the discipline or practise of diagnosis which involves determining and describing of a disease state and its causative factors responsible, using signs, symptoms obtained from patient history or from physical examination of patients or their specimen with the help of several diagnostic techniques.
The essence is to ascertain what medical condition is being treated, managed or endured. This is especially true considering that any attempt in treating, or managing a medical condition begins with identifying the disease condition.
Thus, from the crude method of organoleptic assessment of body samples through the era of use of microscopy and now employing of biosensors and body imaging, medical diagnosis has a long history. So inclusion of nanotechnology to improve diagnosis is not only a positive step but also a welcome one.
Nanodiagnostics is the new term that describes use of methods and techniques of nanotechnology and its principles for diagnostics purposes. It includes, although not limited to, the manipulation and assessment of single molecule, size reduction of systems and platforms to make use of nanoscale properties obtainable from interactions between surfaces and biomolecules. Nanodiagnostics is an evolving application of nanoscale technology to meet the demand of clinical diagnostics, determining disease state, any predisposition to such, the pathology of the condition and the identification of causative organisms. With nanotechnol-ogy, diagnosis is being carried out on a nano-scale leading to a trend of the use of hand held devices that are easy to use and marketable [2] [3] . Nanodiagnostics as surging new field of molecular diagnostics, have been positively changing laboratory procedures, providing new ways for patient's sample assessment and early detection of disease biomarkers with increased sensitivity and specificity.
Nanoparticle platforms have been developed and optimized for the detection of pathogens and cancer biomarkers such that diagnostic proceedures now become less cumbersome but more sensitive because most of the complex proceedures are now integrated onto a simple device having the capacity to be used for on the spot diagnosis. The economic implications of these notable developments can be graphically illustrated below (Figure 1 ). 
Nanoparticle (Nanomaterials

Nano Crystal
They are crystalline materials with at least one dimension being less than 1µm
and their properties, both electrical and thermodynamic, are size dependent. An example of these crystals is that of Elan pharma International Limited based in Ireland involved in nanoparticle drug formulation. Nanocrystals are good semi-conductor in the 10 nm and show a loose microstructure, with nanopores situated between the crystals. The surfaces of the pores are modified such that they could adsorb protein, due to the addition of silica molecules. Bone defects can be treated by using these hydroxyapatite nanoparticles [7] . An international co-funding arrangement in nano drug development will equally be a good step in expanding treatment [8] .
Nanobots
Also known as nanorobotics, are robots of nanometer (10 −9 m) scale, that has been applied in medicine for early diagnosis as well as targeted drug-delivery for treatment of cancer, pharmacokinetic monitoring of diabetes and healthcare.
Nanobots dentrifices (dentifrobots), for instance, when used as mouthwash or toothpaste can cover all subgingival surfaces, thereby metabolizing any trapped organic matter into harmless and odourless vapors. Pathogenic bacteria that exist in dental plaque are identified and destroyed, using properly configured dentifrobots [9] . In fact, nanobots have been predicted to be injected into patients so as to perform work at the cellular level. Biochips and nubots are good examples of nanobots.
Nanowires
Nanowires (NW) are nanosized channels that allows passage of electrical current at very low amplitude and can be constructed from carbon nanotubes, metal oxides or silicon. Their very small size and minute diameter, usually 10nm, makes them sensitive to any minute change in electrical properties at any slight adjustment for example when an additional molecule is bonded to it. Antibodies could be attached to surface of nanowires and used as detectors such that when the antibodies interact with biomolecules of target, they undergo a conformational change which is picked up as electrical signal on the nanowire. 
Available Nanoparticle-Based Platforms Employed in Nanodiagnostics
Nanotechnology Based Biochips; Nanofluidics Microarrays
Also called "lab on a chip", it is a modern technology of the severals for nanodiagnostics. It is a simple device (usually made of glass or silicon base) combining many processes for DNA analysis. The device is particularly designed to interact with cellular components with high level of specificity.
Composition: Lab-on-chip device usually consists of microfluidic channels that provide paths for biomolecules to flow to individual sensors or biosensors.
Mainly it is composed of heater sensors for temperature, electrophoretic chamber, fluorescence detectors and fluidic channels that are microfabricated for analysing DNA samples of nano-litre size It is often used as a tool to analyse small and low concentration samples in order to achieve a complex laboratory function in biomedical applications.. Capability and Possiblities: Generally the DNA samples to be analysed may be completely unknown. Nanofluidics can analyse, measure biomolecules such as DNA from their containing solutions, mix the solutions, digest the DNA, forming discrete products and then separating (isolating) and detecting the products [3] . It is often used for analyzing small and low concentration samples to achieve complex laboratory information in biomedical applications [14] This new method of detection has driven the world economy for a decade and is still growing [15] . Systems biology, personalized medicines, detection of disease causing organisms and development of medicines are unique possibilities of nanofuidic technique [13] .
Workings: On introduction of a DNA containing solution onto a fluid entry port, using a pipette and a reagent-containing solution on the other port, both solutions are drawn into the device by capillary action but are stopped by hydrophobic patches placed just beyond the point of vent in each injection channel. Air pressure lines placed throughout the device are necessary for measuring correct amount of DNA or reagent. The device can specifically separate cell contents, analysing any cell component present provided sample is fluid using the change in the current in the device as the DNA moves ( Figure 2 ). 
Protein Nanobiochips
Microelectromechanical Systems (MEMS)
This nanodiagnostic tool is related to the microfluidics but does not require re- Capability: with the aid of the capsular camera, image of the gastrointestinal lumen is taken and presented as moving pictures. A specific diagnosis of condition of the internal structures could be achieved with non-invasive methods.
Gastric ulcers and tumors could be easily seen at their specific locations even at the stage of minute development.
Workings: A patient wears a belt which serves as a receiver for the transmission of images taken by the capsular camera that the patient must have swallowed. Movement of the capsule through the GIT is accompanied by pictures of the lumen taken by the 'smart' capsule and transmitted to the worn belt receiver.
The images are projected on the screen to be seen by the expert. On seeing this, the medical Doctor can make inferences for possible diagnosis.
Nano Biosensors
These find a useful role in medical diagnosis because nanomaterials are chemically and biologically sensitive and have the ability to identify certain cells or some areas of the body.
Composition: these are made up of mainly a biological element (used for sampling), and physical element,(transducer for processing of sampling result).
Workings: Nanobiosensors, using indicators, are able to distinguish between cells and recognise certain cells especially cancer cells using perculiar bio- Genetic defects could be recognized specifically and earlier due to its potential of detecting particular DNA. Literature has reported that researchers at Massachausset institute of technology (MIT) have discovered how to amplify weak biomarkers-peptides coated on nanoparticles which were released into the bloodstream by certain proteases that are often produced by cancer cells and then detected in urine [5] .
Nanoscale Single-Cell Identification
This is an added application of nanotechnology. Employing nanolaser scanning confocal spectroscopy which has high single cell resolution, cancer cells having properties closely related to normal cells could be distinguished. Single cell protein could be detected using nanobiotechnology. Even little amounts of proteins in body fluids not identified by conventional methods could be identified by biobarcode assays.
Future of Nanotechnology Application in Medical Diagnosis
The constant giant strides recorded in the field of nanodiagnostics gives heightened hope for more possibilities. Such possibilities which are due to highly reduced-size particles, the high sensitivity of nanodiagnostics platforms, early detection of diseases and genetic dispositions at the molecular level using simple inexpensive rapid tests, and accurate imaging methods, have triggered the de 
Conclusions
There is more to nanotechnology and nanodiagnostics than mere discoveries in the laboratories and approvals by health institutions and authorities for use by consumers. Global coordination will be needed for establishing and maintaining international standards and nomenclature, toxicity testing, risk assessment and mitigation as well as public participation in achieving both benefits and safety, while reducing the gap between developing and developed countries is a necessity. This will enable internationally agreed concrete standardized characterization protocols for nanoscale items and products that can then be used with biological systems. Global coordination will also ensure monitoring for strict compliance with approved existing detailed well-established guidelines and specifications.
The future of nanotechnology and particularly nanodiagnostics is here! With proper attention to the associated ethical concerns and a global direction in establishment of international standards, the possibilities in this sphere of healthcare delivery will continue being in leaps and bounds.
